T he past 15 years have seen the growing deployment of ubiquitous computing devices and the proliferation of complex virtual environments. As demand for detailed and high-quality geometric models increases, typical scene size (often including scanned 3D objects) easily reaches millions of geometric primitives. At the same time, display devices are becoming more diverse, from Reality Centers or Caves to personal digital assistants (PDAs) and mobile phones, significantly increasing the user base for complex virtual environments.
T he past 15 years have seen the growing deployment of ubiquitous computing devices and the proliferation of complex virtual environments. As demand for detailed and high-quality geometric models increases, typical scene size (often including scanned 3D objects) easily reaches millions of geometric primitives. At the same time, display devices are becoming more diverse, from Reality Centers or Caves to personal digital assistants (PDAs) and mobile phones, significantly increasing the user base for complex virtual environments.
Traditionally, vertices and polygons (faces) represent 3D objects. These representations, coupled with the traditional rendering pipeline, don't adequately support display of complex scenes on different types of platforms with heterogeneous rendering capabilities. The gain of standard rasterization coherence is lost when many polygons project onto a single pixel of the screen. Visualization of such complex scenes quickly becomes challenging: The models don't fit in main memory even on highperformance graphics workstations. This is a particular challenge for mobile platforms such as PDAs, where screen resolutions of a hundred thousand pixels are typical, memory is limited, and computational capabilities are restricted to integer arithmetic with simple instructions.
To accommodate these constraints, we use a packed hierarchical point-based representation for rendering. Point-based rendering offers a simple-to-use level-ofdetail mechanism in which we can adapt the number of points rendered to the underlying object's screen size. (See the "Related Work" sidebar (next page) for background in this area.) Our work strives for flexible rendering-that is, rendering only the interior hierarchy nodes as representatives of the subtree. In particular, we avoid traversal of the entire hierarchy and reconstruction of model attributes (such as normals and color information) for interior nodes because both operations can be prohibitively expensive. Flexible rendering also lets us traverse the hierarchy in a specific order, resulting in a fast, onepass shadow-mapping algorithm. Figure 1 shows how our multilevel point-based rendering approach adapts to the display. 
Point sampling and storage
We use recursive grids as our data structures. We refer to a ρ × ρ × ρ recursive grid as a ρ-grid. Thus, an octree is a two-grid. 1 We store the data structures as a packed data bitstream encoding the hierarchy, both with and without normal and color attributes.
A number of memory trade-offs result from our choice to store intermediate sample attributes at the hierarchy's interior nodes.
Structure creation
Because we must generate our hierarchical structure 4 of points and rendering quality. 5 More recent work introduces hierarchical structures for points using coding techniques, which allow compact storage of massive models. 6 For complex scenes, the traditional graphics pipeline can be wasteful, with the processor spending much effort transforming and rasterizing numerous geometric primitives that might cover less than a pixel. Point-based rendering uses pointsampling complex geometry, rendering an appropriate number of points depending on the complex object's screen size.
Grossman and Dally 7 generated point representations of objects in a preprocess and presented efficient rendering algorithms of these point sets.
One approach to point-based rendering is to create unstructured point sets by generating point samples stochastically as a preprocess or procedurally on the fly. 2 Another approach is to generate structured point sets, for example by creating a hierarchy. The QSplat algorithm is an example of this approach. 4 It permits visualization of complex models, in particular those that don't fit in main memory. The algorithm creates a hierarchy of bounding volumes and achieves flexible rendering by halting the descent into the hierarchy depending on rendering speed requirements and screen size. This hierarchy stores intermediate normal and color attributes. Rusinkiewicz and Levoy extended the approach to handle network transmission. 8 Pfister et al.'s Surfels method creates an octree representation. 3 Like surface splatting 5 and pointset surfaces, 9 Surfels addresses high-quality rendering issues.
Inspired by techniques related to geometric coding, 10 Botsch et al. represented a more compact representation than basic point sets, 6 using an octree to code point positions implicitly. They split all marked cells (cells that hit the surface) to some level (the octree's maximal depth must be known in advance). For each nonleaf octree cell, they store an 8-bit code-the childhood code-with each bit corresponding to a leaf cell. The bit is set if the cell is marked. Using this technique, they store marked cells as 8-bit codes and empty cells are free. They code sample positions implicitly using this bit-code mechanism.
As a result, this approach is extremely memory efficient, and Botsch et al. present a rapid rendering algorithm. In particular, the rendering algorithm factorizes transformations during hierarchy traversal, achieving fast point projection for display. This work inspired our approach and our storage and rendering choices.
Our flexible rendering approach combines QSplat's hierarchical and flexible rendering and Botsch et al.'s compact and efficient storage. In particular, the data structure's compact nature lets us store and render complex models, enabling highquality rendering with limited resources, and the approach's flexibility facilitates efficient rendering.
from a surface, we first sample the geometry. Our sampling strategy is simple and general: For each cell (interior or leaf) of the hierarchy where geometry is present, we sample the object at the point closest to the cell's center. If the cell hits no geometry, we flag the cell as empty. We don't store the sample point's position because it's implicitly given by the cell's position in the hierarchy, and attributes such as normal and material index are coded using a fixed number of bits, noted σ.
We use a 16-bit code for a 13-bit quantized normal index and to index eight materials. More materials or colors would require more bits.
Storage requirement analysis
Because our structure can be seen as an extension of the structure described by Botsch, Wiratanaya, and Kobbelt, 1 we study and compare their storage requirements.
Number of nonleaf cells in a ρ-grid. To study our hierarchical structures' cost, we separate the structure into the hierarchy without the leaf cells and the leaf cells attributes.
Depending on the value of ρ, we compute the number of interior, or nonleaf, cells. We store the set of leaf cells, which remains the same regardless of the hierarchical structure, in an array of sample attributes.
The hierarchical representation is especially well suited for grids with few nonempty cells. In a plane in space, for example, only a small subset of the cells aren't empty. For the octree, at any level the number of nonempty subcells for an axis-aligned plane is 4 = 2 2 , whereas the number of subcells in an octree cell is 8 = 2 3 . For the general case of a ρ-grid, the number of nonempty subcells for a plane is ρ 2 . We suppose we have on average ρ 2 nonempty subcells per nonleaf cell. As we show later, this assumption is valid for many surfaces at a fine enough level.
Assuming n is the number of leaf samples, and k the structure's depth (the number of subdivision levels), then ρ 2k = n. The number N of nonempty interior cells is thus given by
The number of intermediate samples in the structure depends on the number of leaf samples n and 1/ρ 2 . Thus, we expect fewer intermediate samples for the trigrid than for the octree. Storage requirement for single-level rendering. We extend Botsch et al.'s 1 efficient encoding scheme to general ρ-grids, using ρ 3 bits for each nonleaf cell childhood code.
The memory cost C of this representation in bits, without the cost of intermediate sample attributes, is
The cost c0 per leaf sample is thus The cost C accounts for the cell hierarchy. The structure's total cost also includes the cost of the leaf points' attributes (normals and colors), which is the same regardless of the hierarchical representation.
Additional storage for intermediate samples. If the hierarchy's interior nodes aren't storing intermediate samples, we must traverse the entire hierarchy to access the leaf cell attributes. Traversing the hierarchy can be much more expensive than projecting and displaying a sample representing an intermediate node.
We thus store attributes for intermediate samples at each interior hierarchy cell. We use intermediate sample attributes to efficiently render a whole branch of the tree as a single sample. The cost per nonleaf cell is thus increased by the cost of an attribute σ. The cost of an internal node is now ρ 3 + σ. The storage cost per leaf sample cσ is thus (1) We store the structure as a bitstream. For each cell, we store the attribute and child cell code (0 for empty cells, 1 for nonempty cells) using ρ 3 bits, and then store the nonempty child cells. Interleaving leaf sample attributes in the structure provides good cache coherence when accessing the bitstream.
Runtime storage for flexible rendering
Flexible rendering requires random access to the hierarchical structure. In particular, we must be able to access cells in any order.
We've developed a structure that provides this flexibility. For each interior cell, we store the intermediate 
The bold numbers are the most efficient structure for a given σ. σ = 0 means no sample attribute. attributes and a pointer to a table of child cells. We obtain the size of the child cell table and random access to it using the cell's childhood code (see the "Related Work" sidebar). The pointer requires an additional 32 bits of storage per nonleaf cell. This approach results in a completely flexible traversal, letting the rendering algorithm skip a whole subbranch of the tree and traverse child cells in any order. The bottom rows of Table 1 show the memory requirement for such a structure in this configuration. For an attribute size of 16 bits (the coding we use), σ = 48 (32 for the pointer and 16 for the attributes).
Subdivision per Dimension
We store all child cell tables contiguously in a large table to save the additional cost of storing the table separately. Pointers to the child cell tables serve as indexes to the large table.
Flexible rendering
We extend Botsch et al.'s 1 rendering algorithm to enable flexible rendering. We reuse the transformation factorization concept but test each cell to determine whether to render it at this level of the hierarchy as a splat or a single point (splat condition) or to render subcells. This extension can also be considered adapting the QSplat rendering algorithm (see the "Related Work" sidebar) to the new data structure. This is possible because we can access subcells independently of each other and for any level of the hierarchy. Figure 2 shows the pseudocode for this process.
Intermediate node rendering and splats
To render intermediate nodes, we conservatively approximate a cell's projection (a cell being an axisaligned cube) and render a rectangular splat. The user selects a splat size s in pixels (in the examples here, s = 1). A larger s results in faster frame rates. We find the cell's screen-space bounding rectangle by computing a bounds table similarly to cell center displacements. 1 The screen-space bounds are given as (minx, miny, maxx, maxy). We also compute minz/w, which is the bounding box's minimum homogeneous depth. Figure 3 shows the results of using different splat size values.
For each level, if the projected cell bounding box is larger than the splat size s (for example, one pixel), we draw the intermediate sample. As with previous pointbased approaches, rectangular splats represent these samples. Denote dx = (maxx -minx) the extent in x and s the splat size.
We test whether to stop at this level using homogeneous coordinates for each dimension (dx and dy), which requires two multiplications and two tests, as the following shows:
which is equivalent to This flexible rendering also permits view-frustum culling. If the conservative projection of the cell is out of the screen bounds, or if the cell is completely behind the viewer, the cell is not rendered at all. 
Shadows
Our approach is well adapted to efficient shadow-map computation. Using the standard shadow-map algorithm, we transform each pixel of the image (with depth) to the light source coordinate system using a 3 × 3 matrix. For each pixel, this operation requires nine multiplications, six additions, and a test in the shadow map, without shading. For a typical iPAQ screen, this step would require 690,000 multiplications and 540,000 additions or tests.
For directional light sources, we modify our flexible rendering algorithm to compute shadows in a single pass. Given the light direction, we can use a strict ordering in the rendering of the hierarchical structure. As Figure 4 shows, we define a subcell ordering so cells are rendered front to back. Botsch et al. 1 proposed this method for the depth buffer but couldn't implement it using their rendering algorithm.
We precompute this ordering once for the ρ 3 subcells for a given light source direction by projecting subcell centers along that direction. By traversing the hierarchy in this order, we guarantee that lit samples are rendered first, and samples in shadow rendered afterward. We therefore compute the shadow map and the camera view at the same time, performing depth comparisons as we render. Computing both positions requires an additional displacement table and temporary position.
This technique avoids the expensive matrix multiplication for each pixel and interleaves the rendering from the light source and the viewpoint into a single pass. It also results in better cache coherence. Table 3 (next  page) gives the performances of the one-pass approach. Figure 5 shows images of our shadow algorithm.
Although we present the multilevel, splatting, and shadow algorithms for general ρ-grids, we can apply them to any type of grid, such as the octree. The results in Tables 1 and 3 justify our choice of the tri-grid for both storage and rendering. The tri-grid is more memory efficient than the octree when storing intermediate attributes. Table 1 suggests that four-or five-grids might be more appropriate. The drawback of these structures is that the "jump" between levels becomes problematic: 64 or 125 children replace an interior cell, resulting in a large amount of overdraw as well as visible popping artifacts if the splat size is greater than one pixel. We could use different grid types within the same runtime environment with minimal overhead. The value ρ = 3 has given good results in terms of both runtime storage (σ = 48) and rendering quality and performance.
Implementation and results
We computed tri-grids and octrees on a workstation and transferred them to an iPAQ with a 200-MHz processor and 64 Mbytes of main memory. In practice, only 8 to 9 Mbytes are available for our data structure when graphics mode is enabled. We also implemented the algorithm on a PC using floating-point arithmetic and fixed-point arithmetic. All implementations are in C++.
Of the six models we used, four were from the Stanford database (Buddha, dragon, blade, and Lucy), and two were tree models. All statistics are for 16-bit attribute samples-13 bits for normals and 3 bits for a 
Implementation issues
Few mobile platforms have floating-point units (FPUs). As a result, direct porting of graphics code will significantly reduce performance. In addition, certain 4 Ordering for shadow map rendering.
complex instructions might not be implemented; for example a division can be more expensive than a lookup in a precomputed table. Our work on the iPAQ platform confirms this. We implemented fixed-point arithmetic (multiplications and additions) for our renderer. We also implemented an approximation of the inverse up to a given precision using a lookup table. Because we use 32-bit fixed-point numbers, we couldn't use a global lookup table; rather, we used a shift on numbers, basing table size on expected precision.
Even on platforms with FPUs, rendering is more efficient with fixed-point arithmetic than with floatingpoint arithmetic. This is due to the final conversion from screen coordinates in floats to array indices as integers. This final step is a simple shift with fixed-point values, but is more expensive in floating point. Table 2 presents basic memory usage statistics for the three main data structures. Although the structures are different, we chose subdivision levels that are essentially equivalent. For example, four subdivision levels for the dragon model tri-grid result in 143,077 samples; seven levels of the octree produce 158,737. These subdivision levels give us structures that fit in our iPAQ's memory. We use subdivision level 10 for the octree and level 6 for the tri-grid for visualization on a PC.
Statistics
The table gives statistics for the recursive grid structure without intermediate attributes, which cannot be used for flexible rendering. In this case, the octree is on average 4 percent more efficient than the tri-grid in terms of bits used per sample. However, after we introduce intermediate attributes, which permit flexible rendering, the tri-grid is on average 12 percent more efficient in terms of memory. These numbers confirm Table 1 's predictions. We can make a final compression pass using general-purpose compression schemes (such as gzip). However, the compression results were inconsistent from model to model and from level to level.
We also examine the structure's memory usage when we include the additional pointers required at runtime for flexible rendering. The octree requires a significant 33 percent more memory per sample.
This packed hierarchical representation also permits visualization of huge geometries with a reasonable number of samples. For example, the Lucy model contains more than 28 million triangles that don't fit in main memory and are stored in a tri-grid at level 7 with more than 53 million point samples and attributes, for approximately 215 Mbytes of RAM. This multilevel data structure permits efficient storage of the geometry with a small approximation error (1.5 × 10 -4 ) of the entire model in memory. We construct the data structure level by level in an out-of-core preprocessing step. Table 3 gives statistics for our rendering algorithm using the tri-grid structure. The statistics are average frames per second on the iPAQ. Figures 6a to 6c show an example of the kind of view we chose (a far view). As expected, overall rendering of the points is more expensive than using the multilevel display, especially at maximum subdivision level 5. Nonetheless, for level-4 subdivision, the expense of computing the splats can outweigh the gain from multilevel rendering (Buddha, level 4, and Blade, level 4, in Table 3 ). Note, however, that Buddha at level 4 ( Figure 6a ) has visible undersampling artifacts with pure point rendering. Figure 6 illustrates the undersampling problem in a close view of a model, which we solve with splats. It also shows the effect of multilevel display on frame rate.
Rendering performances and shadows
For Lucy, our largest model, we run two versions of the rendering algorithm: flexible and nonflexible for level 7 of the tri-grid with more than 53 million samples on a 512 × 512 window. Figure 7 shows the nonflexible rendering of a level 7 on a 4,096 × 4,096 image. The nonflexible version renders an image in approximately 4 seconds, and the flexible version renders 7.9 fps for a 1-pixel splat and shadows on a Pentium 4 Xeon 2.0-GHz PC using Windows 2000.
Conclusion
Future work will examine better reconstruction algorithms and a progressive transmission approach that accounts for network parameters. We will also investigate hybrid rendering and combining various representations such as polygons, lines, and points, taking into account the specific constraints of the platforms we con- sider. We could also investigate adaptive sampling based on surface curvature for manifold objects to achieve better compression and rendering for such objects. I
